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Transportation
In todays present climate, transportation and traffic congestion
are of major concern for Istanbul. Transportation in Istanbul is
insufficient due to lack of investments, incorrect implementations
and uncoordinated decisions. Since all activities in the city are
related directly and indirectly to the transportation system, the
status and the capacity of the system is mirrored throughout the
city as a whole.

· The Marmaray Rail Tube Tunnel will provide the integration
of city transportation as well as the railway network between
other cities and continents and
· The new railway project between cities and continents will
provide an economical contribution to local transportation.
Weaknesses of transportation are:

As witnessed in many other cities throughout the world, new
highway investments alone are not efficient solutions for
transportation problems. After providing enough highway
infrastructures; the control of existing systems, the management
of transportation demand and reliable public transportation
system should be structured.
A city such as Istanbul which is encountering problems in account
of an insufficient infrastructure and increasing population should
be supported by reliable public transit instead of increasing
highway investments. In addition, efficient policies concerning
marine and rail transportation would decrease private car usage.
Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats
The strength of the transportation system in Istanbul derives
from its geographic location and opportunities provided via
marine transit. Conversely, the very existence of authority conflicts
with multi-administrative units together with an insufficient
transportation infrastructure (especially railway infrastructure)
are key weaknesses of the transportation system in Istanbul.
Strengths of the transportation are:
· The potential of marine transportation emanates from the
geographic location of Istanbul,
· The city is located on the Anatolia-Thrace and Asia-Europe
links which are effective for territorial and intercontinental
relations,
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·

Existence of authority conflict with multi-administrative units,

·

Unplanned and highway oriented developments,

·

Insufficient infrastructure (especially railway infrastructure)

·

Insufficient opportunities for use of marine transportation,

· Failing to provide integration for public transportation modes
and to develop related service facilities,
· Inefficient usage of highway infrastructure for public
transportation and
·

Inefficiency in demand management.

Opportunities for transportation are:
· New developments concerning strategic land use plans and
thereby considering the interaction of land use-transportation
for future developments,
·

The potential existence of marine transportation,

· The benefits anticipated from the development of extensions
of PAN-Europe 4th and 10th Railway Corridors as well as
· The efficient usage of highway infrastructure for public
transportation.

Public railway, marine and road transport should be implemented
in accordance with land use decisions to achieve planned aims.
Since urban transport problems cannot be solved purely by
addressing the supply side, demand management policies should
be implemented simultaneously. A balance should be constituted
between the demand and supply of transportation means. Road,
rail and marine transport systems in Istanbul are shown in Figure
1, Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.
Rubber-tired public transport has been the predominant mode
of transit in Istanbul. Road utilization rate of private car and road
public transport are shown in Table 1 whilst a figure relating to
traffic density is presented in Figure 4.
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Threats to transportation are:
· Unplanned implementations and interruptions during the
planned development period,
· Because of the unplanned developments in the past, failing
to prevent the urban expansion towards the north of Istanbul,
life support systems such as forest areas, water basins as well
as potable water dams have been damaged,

Observing the ratios in Table 1, private cars consume urban
transport networks inefficiently. The car ownership rate stands
at 130-150 vehicle/1000 persons, whilst road utilization equates
to 690 vehicle/1000 people, reflecting an unequal distribution
within the transportation network.
Additionally, pedestrians are highly omitted from the city with
inadequate sidewalks most of which are often occupied by
parking private cars. Public transit oriented high occupancy
vehicle lanes should be seriously considered, especially for crosscontinental traffic. This will lead a decrease in operation and
energy costs.

· Interruption in and delays in the construction program of the
railway system,
· The land use development of the city was uncontrolled and
inconsistent with public transportation in the past resulting in
a threat for the future and
· The damage to areas of outstanding natural beauty and
historical places.
In taking a solution-based approach, it is important to create a
new transportation authority working in coordination in order to
prevent authorization chaos among the administration units of
the city.
Plan Targets and Precautions of Transition Process
It is possible to evaluate the solutions to the transportation
problems of Istanbul in two parts. The first part is the
implementation of a well-planned transportation system in the
future. The second part is that, as the transportation system is
improved as planned, measures should be taken for increasing
the quality of life.
To develop an appropriate city transportation system, well
balanced land use planning, improvement of public transportation
and the discouraging of private car usage should be taken into
consideration as a whole. However, the development of reliable
public transportation has the utmost priority. The reason for this
priority is that it is impossible to reduce private car usage without
providing efficient public transportation. Equally, transportation
problems can not be solved without balanced land use.
The backbone of public transportation should be the rail-oriented
transit. It is anticipated that the railway network should reach up
to 300-500 km. However, even a low level rail network requires
serious financial resources and a long construction period. Thus,
it is important to increase construction based on detailed studies
and to pre estimate the investment program without delay. At the
same time, it is necessary to develop realistic financing models.
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Land Use and Transportation System
Land use and transportation are directly related to each other.
Accordingly, on-going and future projects relating to land use
should be taken into account when making transportation
decisions. Transportation decisions should provide adequate
principles and applications for sustainable and compatible urban
development.

Figure.3 Sea transport in Istanbul

Plan Recommendations
Recommendations for addressing transportation problems
include increasing investments in rail-infrastructure, enhancing
capacity, encouraging inter modal public transport, providing an
effective road network and traffic system management.
In specific terms:
· The transportation system has been planned for the future
to avail the most economic, fast and safe transport not only for
cars but also for passengers, who use public transport. For this
purpose, public transport system improvement and encouraging
people to use public transport is a vital issue.
· High capacity rail public transport systems are fundamental
in addressing transportation issues.
· There should be new marine transport links which are
integrated into other public transport systems for increasing sea
transports share of public transport provision.
· Transportation infrastructure should provide necessities for
economic and social development.
·

There should be equilibrium amongst transportation modes.

· Transportation demands should be kept at the lowest level
for cross continental passing.
·

Damage to the environment must be curtailed.

· It is necessary to benefit from information and communication
techniques at a high level.
· Economic, financial and environmental impact analysis of
all investments should be done and these investments should
be translated into the action plans of the Transportation
Department.
· A systems engineering approach should be adopted in
operating the public transport system.
· In addition to investment and capacity arrangement, demand
management policies should be generated. In order to achieve
this aim, it is necessary to improve public administration
instruments.

Public transport should prioritize rail systems to constitute a
transportation system and activate marine transport. Furthermore;
road systems, railways and marine transport systems should
work in unison in delivering high quality urban passenger and
freight transport services and systems.
Structural transformation of the city which is prescribed in plans
has an important relationship with transportation investments.
The central business district is an area which affects the efficiency
of transportation links between attraction centers, sub centers
as well as industrial, logistic and residential areas along with
quality of urban life and sectoral transformation rate.
Organizational Objectives for Development of an Integrated
Metropolitan Public Transport System
The organizational issues and objectives deemed as essential
in achieving a high quality Metropolitan public transport service
will be met by:
· Carrying out measures which can elevate the rail road public
transport to the prevalence level that the metropol requires with
an integrated system view in Istanbul,
· Increasing the share of sea transport in an integrated public
transport system,
· Performing effective traffic management systems and traffic
control,
·

Improving transport comfort and

· Determining weak points in road network and improving
them.
Improving Transportation and Land use Decisions
Improvement of transportation and land use decisions by
considering both areas simultaneously will be met through:
· Improving transportation demand policies and promoting
continuity throughout Istanbul,
· Linking important trip generation focal points with
transportation strategies and
Reducing environmental damages caused by the transportation
system.
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